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Figure 1: We present the S3D-UI Designer, a tool for stereoscopic 3D (S3D) user interface prototyping. A 2D user interface allows multiple depth layers
to be easily and quickly designed. For the visualization we use the MirrorBox, a 3D output device that comprises three virtual depth layers. We evaluated
our toolset with 26 participants that built 3D UI mockups (left) using keyboard/mouse (middle) and a touch surface (right) as input devices.

ABSTRACT
In this paper, we present the S3D-UI Designer – a tool to cre-
ate prototypes for 3D displays. Stereoscopic (S3D) displays
are quickly becoming popular beyond cinemas and home en-
tertainments. S3D displays can today already be found in mo-
bile phones, public displays, and car dashboards. A benefit of
such UIs is that they can group and structure information in
a way that makes them easily perceivable for the user. At the
same time, prototyping these UIs is challenging, as with tradi-
tional techniques, UI elements cannot easily be rendered and
positioned in 3D space. In contrast to professional 3D author-
ing tools, we present a tool targeted towards non-experts to
quickly and easily sketch a S3D UI and instantly render it on
a 3D display. We report on the design of the tool by means of
a workshop and present an evaluation study with 26 partici-
pants assessing its usabilty.
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INTRODUCTION
In recent years, stereo-vision (S3D) has become common-
place in entertainment, being mainly used in cinemas and
home television. While in those settings content is static, we
see large potential in interactive 3D user interfaces (UIs).
The trend towards such UIs is supported by autostereo-
scopic screens rapidly proliferating in consumer devices.
Such screens make wearing glasses obsolete for the user, re-
sulting in a significant gain in comfort. State-of-the-art exam-
ples include mobile phones, public displays, as well as cars.

The benefit of using stereoscopic UIs compared to traditional
2D UIs lies in the opportunity, to (a) spatially group elements
that relate to each other (e.g., apps or items frequently used or
launched after each other), and to (b) present important infor-
mation more prominently (e.g., further at the front). The lat-
ter case is particularly interesting for application areas, where
distraction should be minimized as, for example, in cars.

Creating 3D UIs is today possible, using authoring tools such
as Unity, Maya, Blender, or 3D Studio Max. While these tools
offer powerful means for creating, positioning, and animating
objects, they at the same time raise a number of challenges.
First, they were never designed to create UIs. In particular,
they do not offer any support for creating a sophisticated S3D
UI, for example through notifying the designer about over-
lapping elements, too large depth budgets, or elements po-
sitioned too close to each other in order to distinguish their
depth. Second, such tools are for expert designers and require
trainings or prior knowledge for an efficient usage. Hence,
they do not support the rapid prototyping of UIs as is often
required in early phases of the design process.



At the focus of this paper we tackle these challenges and pro-
vide an easy-to-use tool that guides the designer towards pro-
totyping a powerful and usable S3D interface. We draw upon
a concept from the 1990s – layered user interfaces [?] – that
recently received attention in the context of eye tracking in
3D [?]. Such interfaces present information on different depth
layers. According to [?], such information structures support
the user in focusing on a single UI object and in dividing at-
tention between multiple objects. Prior work has shown that
structuring information on layers can significantly improve
search times [?]. This is also interesting from a designer per-
spective, since the use of layers makes it easier to create the
UI, i.e., a designer can create the layers one-by-one. At the
same time, it is difficult to understand how the layers interact
with each other (i.e., obstructions, interplay of colors, etc.).

In this work, we present the S3D-UI Designer, a tool that al-
lows several depth layers to be prototyped while the designer
can instantly observe the final output on a 3D display. At the
same time, the tool implements a number of features that sup-
port the designer already in early stages of the design process.

Our contribution is threefold. First, we report on two work-
shops, where designers had to create layered 3D UIs with
common design tools. Second, based on the findings, we im-
plemented a web-based prototyping tool. Third, we evaluated
the tool with 26 participants and show that it strongly supports
designers in creating prototypes of layered 3D UIs.

RELATED WORK
Prototyping graphical UI is important in the design process
of building usable systems. It is applicable at different stages,
ranging from early sketching on paper to an almost imple-
mented product [?]. When sketching on paper, prototyping
can even be done without any programming knowledge. It is
used during brainstorming sessions or for designing, creating,
and testing UI [?] and offers a way of rapidly presenting and
communicating ideas [?]. But people not used to sketching
may be afraid of drawing ugly interfaces and, hence, be reluc-
tant to express themselves [?]. Sefelin et al. [?] show that test
participants prefer digital prototypes over paper prototyping
for early evaluations. Walker et al. [?] found that the partic-
ipants commented more frequently on computer than paper
prototypes while the paper as well as the digital prototypes
identified the same number of usability issues.

However, creating digital prototypes typically requires pro-
gramming skills and technological expertise when novel in-
put or output technologies are intended. Possible solutions
are tools that allow digital prototypes to be rapidly created
without the need of expert knowledge. Such tools have been
developed for a variety of application areas. Weigel et al. [?]
developed a tool which allows creating prototypes for mo-
bile projection applications. Moreover, there are tools that
enable the creation of context aware applications. For exam-
ple, iCAP [?] is a tool for prototyping context-aware applica-
tions based on if-then rules without writing any code. Topi-
ary [?] allows for designing applications taking the location
of people or places into account. Additionally, there are tools
which address the use of hardware elements. For example, the
CalderToolkit developed by Lee et al. [?] is a hardware toolkit

to rapidly prototype functional interactive devices for tangible
UI. With regard to the automotive context, Schneegass et al.
[?] presented MI-AUI that allows the simple creation of in-car
UI using tangible controls. Broy et al. presented 3D-HUDD, a
prototyping tool for 3D head-up displays [?]. Moreover, pro-
totyping tools can also integrate several fidelity levels in one
interface [?]. De Sá [?] developed a prototyping tool for mo-
bile devices which supports the creation of prototypes rang-
ing from sketch-based to functional interactive software pro-
totypes.

There are several commercial tools, such as Balsamiq1 and
Axure2 which support the creation of detailed UI prototypes
for websites and mobile applications. In addition, a lot of de-
velopers use tools such as Microsoft PowerPoint3 and Adobe
Photoshop4 to create simple wireframes but also sophisticated
UI designs [?]. Presente3D5 is an extension for PowerPoint
that enables the creation of stereoscopic presentation slides.
However, to our knowledge there is no tool that supports pro-
totyping S3D UI per se.

Prototyping S3D UIs has so far only been explored by Broy
et al. using two physical tools that allow arranging content
painted on foil in 3D space [?]. As [?] focus on paper proto-
typing, it does not address the integration of digital content.
With our work we bridge this gap, i.e., allowing digital S3D
prototypes to be created, while maintaining the ease of use of
techniques that are well-known for 2D UIs.

PROTOTYPING USER INTERFACES FOR 3D DISPLAYS
As shown in related work, few solutions exist that optimally
support prototyping for S3D displays. We focus on layered
UIs as one particular use case. Thus, we can apply well-
known 2D interaction techniques and avoid complex 3D in-
teraction which are considered to decrease the usabiliy [?]
and pragmatic quality of the system [?]. We envision our re-
search to provide fundamental knowledge upon which also
non-layered UIs can draw in the future.

The basic idea of the S3D-UI Designer is a 2D UI that allows
several depth layers to be designed and the depth layout to
be instantly shown on a 3D output device. This interface pro-
vides input controls as well as a 2D display, which is referred
to as the input display in the remainder of this paper. The
3D display is referred to as output display and represents the
stereoscopic prototype. While in theory the number of possi-
ble layers is only limited by the employed technology – solu-
tions range from autostereoscopic displays [?] to multilayer
displays with several layers of transparent screens [?] – prior
work recommends a maximum of 6 layers when structuring
information on different layers [?]. We chose a technology
supporting a limited number of layers only. To render the 3D
output, we used a MirrorBox6. Tilted mirrors allow UI el-
ement projected from below to be seen. We positioned the
1https://balsamiq.com/
2http://www.axure.com/
3https://products.office.com/en-US/powerpoint?
omkt=en-US
4http://www.adobe.com/products/photoshop.html
5http://www.presente3d.com/
6We designed the MirrorBox following the instructions in [?].

https://balsamiq.com/
http://www.axure.com/
https://products.office.com/en-US/powerpoint?omkt=en-US
https://products.office.com/en-US/powerpoint?omkt=en-US
http://www.adobe.com/products/photoshop.html
http://www.presente3d.com/


Figure 2: Design Workshop – After the two groups of participants received a brief introduction to 3D prototyping, they had to design a hierarchical
menu respectively an email application for a mobile device with a S3D display. After each task, groups presented their results. The workshop concluded
with the groups filling in a questionnaire and engaging into a discussion.

MirrorBox on the display of a tabletop to reflect three vir-
tual layers (Figure 2). We deliberately opted for this setup
for several reasons. Besides offering a seamless process from
paper-based to computer-based prototyping and even mixing
both mediums, we reduce the complexity of layered UI by
limiting it to three layers. Nevertheless, we envision a dy-
namic layout of several layers as a further refinement of the
tool. Moreover, the MirrorBox neither requires glasses nor
has technical shortcomings as autostereoscopic technologies
(e.g., crosstalk, maintaining a defined sweet spot). It clearly
differentiates the layers and, thus, eases the understanding of
layered 3D UI and lowers the entry level for designers.

DESIGN WORKSHOPS
To identify core requirements for a 3D prototyping tool we
ran two design workshops. The objective of the workshops
was to identify important features and functionalities that
would best support designers during their work. In these
workshops, participants solved different design tasks with
different objectives and by means of different 2D tools. The
MirrorBox was positioned on top of a Microsoft PixelSense
as 3D output display (Figure 2). For creating the UI, we at-
tached an external monitor with keyboard and mouse.

To cover a wide range of features, we selected Microsoft Pow-
erpoint and Adobe Photoshop for creating the UIs. Whereas
Powerpoint allows items to be arranged quickly and pre-
defined elements to be used, Photoshop provides a higher de-
gree of artistic freedom when it comes to creating custom ele-
ments. In both programs we provided a template consisting of
three distinct areas placed on top of each other. However, both
tools required further interaction steps to display the content
with the MirrorBox. The Photoshop version required to save
the file, while the Powerpoint solution needed to mirror the
layers and aligning the mirrored presentation.

Prototyping Tasks
The workshop was framed around creating a layered UI for
an autostereoscopic smartphone. The participants had to solve
two tasks. In the menu task, they had to design an hierarchi-
cal menu consisting of different applications (call, sms, email,
etc.). In the email app task, they should create a layered UI
for an email app. In addition, we let the participants design
the UIs with two objectives. In the free design condition, we
provided the task in text form, leaving participants the free-
dom to come up with an own solution. In the mockup condi-
tion, participants were presented a 2D mockup of the UI we
expected them to rebuild for a 3D UI.

Setup, Participants, and Procedure
We recruited 7 participants (4 f, 3 m) with backgrounds in
design and computer science. Participants were undergradu-
ates and postgraduates. We divided the participants into two
groups. The first group started with freely designing the menu
(Powerpoint) before designing the email client based on the
provided mockup (Photoshop). The second group was asked
to first freely design the email client (Photoshop) before con-
tinuing with realising the mockup menu (Powerpoint).

Upon arriving at the lab, participants received a short intro-
duction to the main principles of designing layered UIs [?].
Then, we explained the setup and how to use the prototyping
tools. They started with the free design task. After 20 min-
utes they briefly presented their results before continuing with
the mockup task. This time they used the program they had
not yet worked with and had 10 additional minutes to finish
the task. Again they gave a short presentation of their results.
The workshop concluded with a 30-minute discussion phase,
which allowed participants to come up with further ideas for
the prototyping tool and to discuss them with the group.

Findings
Observations from the workshop and qualitative feedback
from the discussions lead to four major findings.

Maintain opportunity to collaboratively prototype the
user interface. Participants liked to collaboratively work on
the user interface and instantly discussed the results, rather
than designing elements separately. Our setup allowed only
one person to create and arrange elements at a time while the
others observed, commented, and provided suggestions. Be-
ing asked later whether this was an issue and whether it would
have been better to provide every participant a device to work
in parallel, all participants agreed that this would have de-
stroyed the collaboration resulting in weaker outcomes.

Realtime feedback on spatial arrangements. Participants
criticized the interaction steps necessary to view the 3D result
inside the MirrorBox. In consequence, the instant synchro-
nization of the input and output display is essential. A further
weakness identified by the participants was that the used tools
did not provide feedback on whether their choice of arranging
UI elements would lead to a satisfactory result. In many cases,
participants found placing elements to result in overlaps with
objects already placed on other layers. In these cases, they
needed to rework the interface. Hence, they requested fea-
tures such as reference lines to align content across layers
and automated feedback on overlapping objects.



Figure 3: The S3D-UI Designer allows the visual layout of the three virtual layers to be created and provides different 2D views on these layers.

Enabling several viewing options for layers. The partici-
pants envisioned to switch the arrangement of the layers vi-
sualized by the input display. In our setup, the layers were
stacked on top of each other. Beside displaying the layers in-
dividually and changing their order, the tool should provide a
combined view. Rather than rendering each layer on separate
display spaces, the combined view should render all layers
on one display space to facilitate the transition for the users
between the input display and the 3D output display.

Focus on depth layout features. Participants where some-
times overwhelmed and frustrated by the number of features
and controls – in particular those provided by Photoshop.
This suggests that the most important design functions should
be offered instead of including complex drawing and shader
methods. As a conclusion, the tool should focus on arranging
GUI items on the layers while their detailed design can be
achieved with other programs such as Photoshop.

THE S3D USER INTERFACE DESIGNER
The findings from the workshops served as a basis to inform
the design of the prototyping tool (cf., Figure 3). We imple-
mented the tool as a client-server based web application for
use on different input devices, such as desktop environments,
tablets, or tabletops. Data is stored on a server to be acces-
sible everywhere. We also implemented an XML-based data
format to exchange the generated 3D layouts and to extend
the tool for other output devices.

Implementation
The S3D-UI Designer consists of a client-server architecture
and implements one server and several clients (cf., Figure 4).

Figure 4: The S3D-UI Designer is based on a client-server architecture.

Figure 5: The data model represents a layered UI.

One client represents the Designer and the other clients are
the Renderers enabling the output for different 3D display
devices. As a first step, we implemented the MirrorBoxRen-
derer. The Designer implements the 2D GUI that allows for
designing several depth layers.

The depth layers that are created using the Designer are
parsed into a JSON model representing the layered UI. The
data model is outlined in Figure 5. The so-called stage can
contain multiple layers. Each layer consists of multiple chil-
dren. Those children can be vector shapes, images, and text.



The JSON format allows the data to be exchanged between
clients and server, the permanent storage of created UI, and
the development of different Renderers in the future (e.g., for
an anaglyph stereoscopic output). We implemented the data
model in JavaScript to display it with the Designer and the
MirrorBoxRenderer.

Since our setting just needs a one-way communication, the
Designer sends the JSON file to the server which pushes the
data to all Renderers via UDP. The server is based on Node.js.
To enable the Node server to send the data to the Mirror-
BoxRenderer we use socket.io. The Renderer parses the data
and renders the layers in accordance with the 3D output de-
vice. In our case, the MirrorBoxRenderer scales and arranges
the three layers by means of the layout of the MirrorBox.

Graphical User Interface
The Designer (cf., Figure 3) consists of four areas. On top,
a tab sheet allows toggling between four tabs (i.e., file, edit,
view, and arrange). The file tab provides means to load and
save files. From the content area placed on the left side, UI
elements can be chosen. In particular, we offer, vector-shapes
(UI elements, icons), images, and text. Images can also be
loaded from the local file system which allows the integration
of elements that were created with other tools. The edit tab
allows the user to modify the properties (e.g., position, scale,
rotation, color) of the UI elements. In the center, the depth
layers are depicted. Note that in theory an unlimited number
of layers could be created. Based on the findings from the
workshop, we provide means to switch between two views
with the view tab: one shows the layers stacked on top of
each other and one depicts a combined view. In addition, the
tool checks for overlapping UI elements and highlights collid-
ing items. The user can add horizontal and vertical reference
lines that are displayed across all layers. Finally, the right area
shows the different layers and their elements. Using the ar-
range tab, elements can be grouped and ungrouped. The en-
tire UI is drag and drop enabled, hence allowing for an easy
placement and arrangement of the different elements.

EVALUATION
To evaluate the usability of the tool, we conducted a user
study. In particular, we were interested how the tool as well
as the working environment support collaboration in explor-
ing UI ideas. Hence, the participants designed the layers on
a touch surface of a Microsoft PixelSense as well as using
a classical desktop setting with a desktop monitor, a key-
board, and a mouse. The study was designed as a repeated
measures experiment with the working environment as inde-
pendent variable (touch vs. desktop).

Setup, Participants, and Procedure
As in the previous workshops, participants received two tasks.
The tasks were formulated in an open manner, leaving partic-
ipants more room to explore the features of the tool. In both
setups, participants designed prototypes for a multilayer mo-
bile phone. In the application task participants created the UI
for a music application. In the game task their assignment was
to adapt the popular arcade game PacMan to 3D.

We recruited 26 people (14 female, 12 male, P1–P26), aged
22 – 56 years (M = 26.1, SD = 6.5), with backgrounds in
sociology, management, and computer science.

The participants were separated into groups of three partici-
pants for each session. As in the previously described work-
shops, the study started with a short introduction about S3D
and we briefly explained the tool’s main functions. Then
we presented the tasks and the working environments. For
each task, the participants had 25 minutes to design the re-
quired UI. Thereby the participants used the desktop setting
for one task and the touch surface for the other task. After
each task, the participants rated statements about collabora-
tion, creativity, and usability on five-point Likert scales (Fig-
ure 7). To minimize sequence effects, we counterbalanced the
order of the conditions (touch / desktop) across groups. After
the hands-on phase, the participants filled in a final question-
naire. They rated statements about the system’s functionality
and its usability on five-point Likert scales (Figure 6). The
study concluded with a 15 minute discussion about the tool
and its usage in the two working environments. One work-
shop lasted about 90 minutes.

Findings
The final questionnaire (Figure 6) and the discussion show
that the participants were overall satisfied with the usability
and the functionality of the tool. One experienced designer
said: “With the easy usage of the S3D-UI Designer, people
with no experience have the opportunity to quickly try out
design ideas. [...] This makes designing accessible for ev-
eryone.” (P16). This was validated by an inexperienced par-
ticipant from another group. He admitted “I cannot do any-
thing in Photoshop. Here I understood everything immedi-
ately” (P10). Participants stated they like the minimalist, clear
design of the tool and the simplicity of its UI, which con-
tributed to its intuitiveness. In general, the final questionnaire
(Figure 6) and the discussion reveal that the major benefit of
the tool is the interplay of the MirrorBox and the S3D-UI De-
signer since it supported the “finding of a feeling for 3D” and
“created a relaxed atmosphere”. One participant outlined this
advantage: “It was very cool to see the output on the Mirror-
Box, as it differs completely from the result on the display.”
(P5). Nevertheless, the arrangement of the input devices and
the 3D output device is crucial as one participant noted the
effort it took to look into the MirrorBox was “inconvenient”
(P4). It should be positioned prominently near the eye level.

Figure 7 presents the means of the ratings for the statements
concerning collaboration, creativity, and usability. We aggre-
gated the data by these dimensions. The data shows that touch
(M = 4.106, SD = .807) outperforms the desktop setting
(M = 3.942, SD = .782) for collaboration. A t-test reveals
that the difference is not statistically significant, T (25) =
1.842, p = .077. While the rating of creativity is rather sim-
ilar for touch (M = 3.858, SD = .849) and the desktop
environment (M = 3.923, SD = .656), T (25) = −.502,
p = .620, the usability is rated significantly higher for the
desktop setting (M = 3.058, SD = .942) than for the
PixelSense (M = 2.000, SD = .980), T (25) = −5.543,
p < .001.
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It was important to see the output on the MirrorBox for a good result. 

There were enough viewing options. 

I thought the tool intuitive. 

There were enough editing options for icons and GUI elements. 

There were enough predefined elements. 

I had sufficient design aids to create a good result (like reference lines). 

I always knew, where to find needed functions. 

There were enough functions to realize my ideas. 

The tool gave me new impulses and supported my creativity. 

I could realize all my ideas without any problems and quickly. 

Rating [] 

1 2 3 4 5 

I was not afraid to voice my opinion and bring ideas forward. 

The tool encouraged to work collaboratively. 

Working together worked well. 

I felt that everybody could contribute equally well to the end result. 

I sometimes spontaneously tried out ideas and discarded them again. 

The creation of the GUI was fun.

The tool gave me new impulses and supported my creativity 

It was easy to create precise results 

The GUI always reacted  the way I expected it to.

Desktop Touch 

Figure 6: Means and standard errors of the ratings for the final questionnaire’s items (5-point Likert scales; 1=strongly disagree to 5=strongly agree).
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The GUI always reacted  the way I expected it to. 

Figure 7: Mean values of the ratings for using the touch interface and the desktop setting. The items are rated on 5-point Likert scales (1=strongly
disagree to 5=strongly agree).

In the discussion, participants had different arguments regard-
ing the advantage of touch as well as the desktop environ-
ment. In accordance with the usability ratings, benefits of the
desktop setting comprise a higher degree of precision and
ease of control (“the desktop is the better choice if precise
results are needed”). The most recurring argument in favor
of touch was the support of collaboration. This finding cor-
responds to our observations during the study and the trend
of the ratings. We noticed that for the desktop setting, usually
one person operated the program, while the other team mem-
bers commented, gave instructions, or voiced ideas. At the
interactive table everyone was actively engaged. Some par-
ticipants stated that touch was more fun (“fun to simply drag
the elements into the canvas”) and enhanced creativity (“the
level of interaction is much higher so that a lot more ideas
come to mind”).

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this work, we identify core requirements for S3D prototyp-
ing tools. We present the design and development of the S3D-
UI Designer, a tool that enables prototyping digital S3D UIs.
We implement the tool for designing three virtual depth lay-
ers that are instantly displayed on the MirrorBox. We use the
MirrorBox as it allows the seamless transition from paper to
computer-based prototypes. Due to the modular implementa-
tion of the tool it can be extended to several 3D output formats
and displays. For future work, the S3D-UI Designer needs to
visualize the correct use of depth layers when it comes to the
design of more than three layers and their flexible positioning
along the z-axis – as, e.g., in the work of Broy et al. [?].

The iterative process in developing the S3D-UI Designer pro-
vides requirements for tools that support the prototyping for
3D displays. First, the instant stereoscopic visualization is
crucial for the effective development of S3D UIs and the ex-
ploration of S3D layouts. Second, the prototyping tool does
not need to incorporate comprehensive design functions as,
for example, Photoshop. Instead, it should focus on creating
the 3D layout. Third, a flexible visualization of depth layers
and design aids across layers such as reference lines and high-
lighting of occlusions are important features for prototyping
layered UIs. Fourth, the working environment has a poten-
tial influence on the prototyping process and its outcome.
While a traditional desktop environment maximizes usabil-
ity and offers the generation of prototypes with an increased
fidelity, an interactive touch surface fosters collaboration for
exploring design ideas and variants. We assume that this find-
ing addresses not only prototyping for 3D displays but UI
prototyping in general. Nevertheless, future work has to ex-
plore how collaboration can be maximized through the used
environment and the interaction design of the tool. For ex-
ample, the integration of handheld devices for each designer
could support collaboration and the discussion of individual
ideas. Moreover, the extension to other output devices (e.g.,
autostereoscopic displays) can unfold further requirements.

In the future, we plan to integrate the tool with Unity to
enable realtime output on an S3D display. Further stud-
ies may investigate the use of the tool with a 3D modal-
ity, for example, mid-air gestures using LEAP motion. The
code is available on https://github.com/verenalindner/
mirrorbox-designer.

https://github.com/verenalindner/mirrorbox-designer
https://github.com/verenalindner/mirrorbox-designer
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